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Smart Paper Waste:

The Presstimator is now capable of more precisely estimating the paper waste
expected for a given job. In prior versions of the Presstimator, on the Defaults screen in Shop Settings, users could
enter three defaults for paper waste (startup, run waste and overrun): jobs with black ink only, spot color ink and
process color ink. These defaults are brought into the Paper screen within a Quote when loading defaults. In the
new version, the Smart Waste button allows users to enter criteria for a variety of scenarios instead of a single
default.

Click the Smart Waste button to open the paper waste lookup table.
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In this example, we have determined that the waste values for printing a Tab between 1-16 pages changes after printing
10,000 copies. Therefore, we have two entries for a 1-16 page Tab, one that is up to 10,000 copies and another for
10,001 – 20,000 copies. Each has a set of waste values (startup, run waste and overrun) associated with that scenario.
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Notice in scenario #1, the run waste was 2%, 4% and 6% for black, color and process color for Tab products up to 10,000
copies and the run waste in scenario #2 is 1%, 2% and 5% for Tab products from 10,001 – 20,000 copies.
You can enter as many scenarios for each job type as desired, or select “Any” as the Format if you do not want to
differentiate between Job Formats.
When loading defaults for a Quote, the best match will be found in the lookup table to complete the waste entries on
the Paper screen. If a direct match is not found, the global default from the prior screen (Shop Settings – Defaults) will
be loaded to be sure some amount of paper waste is included in the job.
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To group the items in the Paper Waste Summary by Format, click on the Wizard icon. Click the dropdown arrow to
expand the items matching given Format. In this example, the items are grouped by ‘Any’, ‘Standard and ‘Tab’ and the
‘Tab’ entries have been expanded. This makes it easy to view the range of entries that have been added.
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On the Paper screen within a Quote, clicking on the ‘Load Defaults’ button uses the Smart Paper Waste lookup table to
set the Startup, Run Waste and OverRun values based on the job specs.

Mark the checkbox for ‘Use Paper Waste values from Shop Settings’ and click Apply to have the values defaulted in the
Quote. If you have manually added waste values for a given job, then leave this checkbox unchecked so they won’t be
replaced.
The ‘Load All Defaults’ button in the Toolbar, Quick Quote or on the Specs screens will also load the paper waste values
to the values from the Smart Paper Waste screen.
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Smart Press IPH:

The Presstimator is now capable of more precisely estimating the press running time calculated
for a given job by using a more accurate impressions per hour (IPH). In prior versions of the Presstimator, on the Press
screen in Shop Settings, users could set a single average IPH value for each press. In the new version, the Smart IPH
button allows users to enter criteria for a variety of scenarios instead of having just a single default.
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In this example, we have determined that the IPH value for printing a Tab between 1-16 pages changes after printing
10,000 copies. Therefore, our first entry for a 1-16 page Tab is up to 10,000 copies. For each scenario, your can set up
IPH for three different run modes (e.g. a certain job may run slow, normal or fast).

Enter an IPH for each entry (1/2/3), along with a Label that will be used to describe entries 1,2 and 3. In the example
above, there is an IPH value for running the press Slow, Normal or Fast. Use the dropdown to select a different Label, or
enter your own manually. You can also specify a Default by marking the checkbox to determine the one used most
often. When using the ‘Load All Defaults’ button in the Toolbar, Quick Quote or on the Specs screens, the IPH and Label
marked as the Default will be used.
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In the Smart IPH Summary, click the Wizard icon to group the entries by Format. Click the dropdown arrow to expand
the items matching a given Format. In this example, the items are grouped by ‘Any’, ‘Standard and ‘Tab’, and the ‘Tab’
entries have been expanded. This makes it easy to view the range of entries that have been added.
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The Smart IPH values entered in Shop Settings are imported into the ‘Impressions per hour’ field on the Press screen
within a Quote.

After selecting a Press, select the run mode from the ‘Run’ dropdown to choose one of the three options entered in
Shop Settings for this Press. In our example, the IPH for running the selected press in ‘Normal’ run mode is 20,000
impressions per hour.

Changing the selection of ‘Normal’ to ‘Fast’ changes the IPH from 20,000 impressions per hour to 30,000 impressions per
hour based on our Smart IPH scenarios for this Press in Shop Settings.
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Clicking on the ‘Load Defaults’ button on the Press screen within a Quote identifies the matching Smart IPH that is also
marked and loads the appropriate IPH to match the job specs.

Mark the checkbox for ‘Use Press IPH from Quote Settings’ and click Apply to have the value defaulted in the Quote.
The ‘Load All Defaults’ button in the Toolbar, Quick Quote or on the Specs screens will also default the IPH value to the
Default indicated up on Smart IPH screen.
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New Calculation of Rolls Needed to Print Each Section: The new calculation allows you to better
estimate the number of rolls needed per job. The calculation of the number of rolls per Section now considers the
number of webs required for the Section.

In this example, a total of 7,528 lbs. of Newsprint will be needed to print Section 2. In Shop Settings, we entered 1,800
lbs. as the average roll weight of this paper stock. Normally, this would calculate a need for only 5 rolls of paper.
However, each of the 4 webs requires its own roll, so the Presstimator determines that 8 rolls will be used.
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To get a comprehensive report of the number of rolls for all paper stocks included in a job, print the Materials Report for
the Quote. The report displays the number of rolls required for each Section and selected Paper Stock.

From the Materials Report, you can see that a total of 8 rolls of the selected Newsprint will be required to complete the
product and that you have 20 rolls on hand.
Note: If you do not have enough rolls on-hand in Shop Settings for this Newsprint, the Auditor will include a warning
message that you will need to order more paper.
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Paper Inventory Adjusted When Job is Completed: When marking a job as “Completed” with the
checkbox on the Customer Tab, you can choose to have the number of rolls required for this job to be removed from the
paper stock inventory in Shop Settings (rolls on hand).

When the Yes button is selected, the number of rolls in Shop Settings will be updated for all of the stocks used in this
job.
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In our ongoing example, the job required a total of 8 rolls to be used and you originally had 20 rolls of this Newsprint in
Shop Settings. If you indicated that you wanted to update paper inventory in Shop Settings when you marked the “Job
Completed” checkbox, the number of rolls for this paper stock indicates that there are now 12 rolls on hand.

Note: The “Job Completed” button is available from within a Quote on the Customer Tab, or by pressing the “Update”
button on the Quote/Job History screen to open the Job information screen.
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Every time you navigate to a new section in Shop Settings, the current information is retrieved from the database and
displayed on the screen. However, if you are currently viewing Shop Settings while another user makes changes to it at
the same time, you would need to click the “Refresh” button to bring in the updated values. For example, if the Shop
Settings – Paper Stocks screen is Open when the paper inventory is adjusted by another user, you will need to click the
“Refresh” button to get the latest information from the database for inventory.
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Multiple Tax Rates for Customer:

You may now enter multiple tax rates that apply to jobs produced and
sold in your area to have an accurate tax totaled on the invoice. Click the ‘Tax Rates’ button on the Company
Information screen from the Setup menu.

Enter all tax rates to apply to jobs produced in your shop. In this example, there is a State Tax of 4.5% and Local Taxes
for two Counties in which products are sold. The tax rate for County #1 is 2.1% and the tax rate for County #2 is 2.2%.
Set up as many entries necessary for the tax rates in your area.
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To apply the required tax rates to a given customer, open the Customer Information screen for a customer and navigate
to the Billing screen. In the ‘Tax Rates’ portion of the screen, select up to three tax rates for the selected customer. In
this example, ‘State Tax’ is selected in the first dropdown and 4.5% is imported into the first rate field. ‘Local Tax County 1’ is selected in the second dropdown, and 2.1% is imported into the second rate field. When selecting this
Customer in a Quote, these tax fields will be automatically imported into the Invoice screen, and the total tax amount
will be calculated.
Note: You can also specify if the customer is non-Taxable. If this checkbox is marked, no taxes will be calculated on the
invoice screen for this customer.
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Select the customer name from the dropdown on the Customer screen within a Quote.

On the Invoice screen within a Quote, the ‘Customer Taxes’ portion of the screen will import the three tax rates entered
on the Customer Information screen for the selected customer. If the tax rates are not automatically displayed, or needs
to be updated, click on the ‘Load Customer Rates’ screen to import the values.
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In our example, the ‘State Tax’ of 4.5% and ‘Local Tax – County 1’ of 2.1% is imported into the appropriate fields and the
total tax for the Quote based on the ‘Taxable Amount’ is calculated.
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Taxable Amount on Invoice:

The ‘Taxable Amount’ calculated on the Invoice screen is based on the tax
attribute of each line-item throughout a Quote.

On the Analysis screen in Shop Settings, mark the checkboxes for each component of a job that is a taxable item. The
selling price of these items will be included in the Taxable Amount on the Invoice screen.
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If you want to change the taxable status of specific line-items for just a single Quote (instead of adjusting in Shop
Settings), mark the ‘Taxable’ checkboxes on the Analysis screen in Summary. These checkboxes are automatically
defaulted to the status set in Shop Settings when creating a New Quote. Changing the checkbox status for any item
adjusts the Taxable Amount calculated on the Invoice screen, for this Quote only.
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Postage Costs:

The cost of postage has been added to the Mailing screen within a Quote.

The Markup screen in Summary includes a separate line-item for postage costs, and the ‘% Markup’ field is disabled to
prevent marking up postage costs. The Selling Price for the postage must be the same as your Cost for postage.
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Product Size Defaults:

To save time spent preparing an estimate, you can enter a default Product Size for each

Job Format.

On the Defaults screen in Shop Settings, select a Job Format and enter a ‘Product Size’ for the selected choice. When
creating a New Quote, the default Product Size will be used.

In this example, the default product size for a ‘Tab’ is 11 x 15 while the default product size for a ‘Sheet’ is 8.5 x 11.
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When creating a New Quote that has a ‘Tab’ Format, the ‘Product Size’ field is set to the default value from Shop
Settings.

The same defaults are imported when creating a New Quote using Quick Quote.
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Scheduler Dashboard Application:

If you have multiple plants and want to view the schedule for each
plant, use the new Scheduler Dashboard Application.

After setting up the database connection information for each plant, click the View/Edit Schedule button to view each
selected plant’s schedule.
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